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SOLAR PARTICLE EVENTS DURING
THE RISING PHASE OF SOLAR CYCLE 22*

R. C, Reedy, T. E. Cayton, R. D. Belian, S. P. Gary,
G. R, Gisler, G. D. Reeves, T. A. Fritz, and R. A. Christensen

Space Science and Tecbology Division, Mail Stop D438
Los Alamos National Laboratory, Los Alamos, NM 87545, USA

ABSTRACT

The soiar energetic particle events since early 1989 have been among t he most intense
aud hardest in almost three decades. These particles were measured by several Los Alamos
instruments on satellites in geosynchronous orbit. Proton fluxes and spectral slopes ss
memmred by the CPA instrument are reported for 1989 and 1990. The composition of
heavy (Z = 6-28) energetic (=2–50 MeV) ions as measured by the SOPA instru.meni is
presented for the October 1989 event.

INTRODUCTION

Energetic particles associated with solar flues were discovered less thaa 50 years
ago and have only been studied in any detail since the mid- 1950s (Pomerutz and Du al,

r1974), Figure 1 summarizes proton fluences in solar-energetic-particle (SEP) events om
1954 Untjl 1986 (RWdy, 1377; Goswarni et aL, 1988). Other compilations (e. g., FePtm
et d., 1990; Shea and Smart, 1990) often give different proton fluences for these events,
Solar sunspot cycle 19 (1954-1964) had many lmge SEP events, while the next two solar
cycles had events that were comparatively mild except for the August 1972 events, We
are now entering only the fourth 1l-year solar activity cycle for which SEPS have been
quantitatively studied. Solar cycle 22, which started in October 1986 with the minimum
in sunspots, had only a few small SEP events during its first two years, but since Much
1989 there have been a number of very large SEP events. The smoothed sunspot number
peaked in the middle of 1989 at about 160.

Events with huge fluxes of solar e~ergetic pnrticles, l’~pccially those with many high-
energy particles, affect runny things in the near-Earth spnce environment (Gorney, 1990)
WKIin deep space, For example, electronics can be upset ( e,gt, Normand and Stnpor, 1990
trod/or degraded. The dose delivered by these particlea can reach lethal levels (N 1000 rem 1
in the matter of a few hours (Letaw et aft, 1987). Here results are presented on SEPS
measured by two set~ of Los Alamos instruments on a series of satellites in gmsynchronoua
orbit, Additional mesaurements of particles during SEP events have kn made by Loo
Alarnos instruments on .aeveral NASA m-id DOD satellites, ~uch na the Burst Detector
Dosimeter on several satellites of the Global Po~itioning System nt 4.1 R~ (Enrth radii)
nnd on other NASA and DOD ~atellites.

SOLAk PROTON FLUXES IN 1989 AND 1990

Since 1976, Los Alamos h~ flown n mics of energetic-parti:k detectors nt geolJw-
chrono~ls orbit at 6,0 R~ , The Charged Pnrtick Analyzer (CPA) sen~or systmns meamre
protons nnd clertrons ovrr n ruge of cncrpjest The CPA instruments JMCdescribed in
Baker et al, ( if)7!l), Emrgetic protons with cncrmcs from *(),4 100 McV [m mcamrcd
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by the HiP instrlnent subsystem, which uses three detectors in a telescope configuration
to record protons in sixteen different energy intervals. The detectors are contained within
an zmticoincidence cup designed to veto signals produced by particles not coming through
the collimator. Previous proton studies based on results from the CPA detectors mainly
considered lower-energy protons trapped in the magnetosphere (e, g., Baker et al., 1979:
Beljan et al., 1984). Up to now, only the SEP events since 1986 have been studied, but
we hope soon to study events back to 1976, For several years prior to March 1989, the
CPA instruments saw very little solar-particle activity. Since l~arch 1989, many events
wit h lmge fluxes of energetic solar protons have been observed. The dad y averaged proton
count rates above 9 and 60 MeV for years 1989 and 1990 are shown in Fig. 2.

We have studied the energetic protons during the SEP events in March, August.
September, and October. Details of this study are in Reeves et al. (1991), For four 10-day
periods, the counts in the HiP subsystem of the CPA on satellite 1987-097 for protons
k10 MeV were fit With a spectrum of the shape dJ/dR = kxexp[-R/Ro] where J is fltm
and R is rigidity (R = pc/q) or relativistic momentum per unit charge. (An equivalent
spectrum of the form dJ/dR = k’ xexp[crR] waa also used. ) The proton fluxes and spectral
slopes as a function of time during these four periods are shown in Fig, 3,

For these four periods and even within the period in October 1989, the protons often
behaved differently. The ihhrch 6-15 period showed a very slow build up ill intensity and
the proton spectra were very soft (relatively few higher energy protons ). The August 12-21
period showed a fast initial build-up and some structure in the decay phase of the event.
The %ptember 27- October 6 period had a fast increase with a hard spectrum and am
exponential decay phase, The October 18–27 peliod had four peaks. Three of these peaks
had faat increases, exponential decnys, and very hard spectra. The peak on October 20
was very sharp and intense but fairly soft, The timm where both the fluxes were high and
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the spec trai slopes were hard were those when ground level neutron enhancements were
observed (Fig. 3). The fluences above 10 MeV in protons (cm2 sr)- 1 for these four lo-day
periods were 5.9 x 107, 5.6x 106, 6.8x 10a, and 2.2x 109, respectively, The proton fluxes for
these events correlated with other measurements, such as x-class solar flares. ground level
neutron enhancements, trapped electron fluxes, and geomagnetic activity (Reeves et al.,
1991 ), Several large increases in proton fluxes appear to have been produced by shocks iu
interplanetary space, while others seem to have originated at the Sun,

HIGH-Z PARTICLES DURING OCTOBER 1989

Heavy (Z A 6) energetic particles have been me~ured by the Synchronous Orbit
Particle Analyzer (SOPA) instrument on satellite 1989-046. Details on tne SOPA instru-
ment and the results presented below are in Belian et af. (1991). The SO PA instrument
consists of three nearly-identical detector telescopes arranged at different angles relative
to the satellite’s Earth-pointing spin As. Each telescope consists of two silicon detectors:
a very thin (4 pm) 10 rnmz front detector and a thick (3 mm) 25 mmz back detector.
The two detectors are completely surrounded by aluminum and copper shielding to stop
65-MeV protons and 6-MeV electrons except for an entrace collimator with bties to
minimize scattering, Particles that deposit more than 500 keV in the front detector, above
the maximum ener~ deposited by protons, are considered to be heavy ions (Z > 2). Hea;~
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ions are studied using a series of channels baaed on energies deposited in the front detector
either with or without a coincidence pulse in the back detector and by two-dimensionaI
maps from the pulse heights in both detectors.

Ions with energies from W2 to 50 MeV from Z = 6 to Z x 28 have been identified
in the October 1989 SEP event (Belian et al., 1!391). The composition of this event,
normalized to oxygen, for the entire October 19-30 series of events was found to be higher
than photospheric abundances and similar to the iron-rich events of McGuire et d. (1986)
during 1974-1981. The relative abundances of Mg, S, Ca, and especially Ar were higher
than those in the iron-rich events of McGuire et al. ( 1986),

The heavy ions observed during October 19-21 are shown in Fig. 4. The peak for
heavy ions on day 293 (October 20) is wider than that for protons (Fig. 3). This peak
wsa no~, associated with an X-rBy flare, The greater width for the heavy-ion ~ime history
is probably due to the larger gyroradii of heavy ions than that for protons in a plasmoid
moving with the solar wind (Bel.ian et af.. 1991 ). The soft spectmm of protcns in this
peak (Fig. 3) also suggests that the energetic particles in this peak were accelerated by a
shock-related process in interplanetary space (Reeves et al., 1991).
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